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Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

Another No. 1 April 7 2010, 5:07 PM 

Today I received conclusive pictures by a german owner of a model 80 with a '1' unmistakenly visible in the loading tab. 
 Upon request he sent these, after offering the gun for sale to me. 

 The calibre is 4,5 mm. 
 

I will not buy it, as I dislike uneven numbers......not! 
 Anyway, it seems this is another case of double identity. 

 Perhaps there are 800 instead of 400 models 80 about... 

Regards, 
Mike Meijer 

 Netherlands

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Pics kindly provided by Mike April 10 2010, 8:01 PM 

 
 

 
The Falke forum, dedicated to Falke airguns 

 
 

  Respond to this message   

 Trevor
 (Login tca)

Number 2 April 16 2010, 5:09 AM 

Is currently for sale at TradeMe,NZ. :-)Trev

 
  Respond to this message   

Pics of Falke 80 serial no.2 April 19 2010, 6:20 PM 
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks Trev. Here are the pics from the ad. 
 

 
 

 
The Falke forum, dedicated to Falke airguns 

 
 

  Respond to this message   

alanasaba
 (Login alanasaba)

Re: The Falke 80/90 serial no. database December 22 2010, 8:32 PM 

Hello to all! 
 I was looking in the web for information about the rifle my mother had given me after the death of my father years ago. 

 It's a Falke 90 apparently (caliber 4,5mm). After reading the topics in your forum particularly the one about the number of produced rifles (less than 200) I ask mysylf if I got a fake. 
 

The serial number of mine is (as you can see on the pic from the backside of the lever) "235" 
 What do you think? 
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This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Jan 11, 2013 11:04 AM

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi alanasaba December 22 2010, 11:27 PM 

That's very interesting indeed, thank you! 
 

I don't think it's a fake at all. But I also think it's probably still consistent with the notion that there are only 200 or fewer Falke 90s made. 
 

So far, yours is the only Falke 90 to my knowledge that has appeared with a serial no. above 148. 
 

It's quite clear from the distribution of Falke 80 serial numbers collected so far that there were a few "rogue" high numbers, while the vast majority of the distribution was in the sub-200 range. It's always
been likely that this would be true of the model 90s too. 

 
See this thread for an analysis, which suggests even lower overall totals than thought previously. It was based on the serial numbers collected more than a year ago but the numbers to have emerged since
then have not contradicted the theories advanced. 

 
http://www.network54.com/Forum/642126/thread/1256517231/last-1256952510 

 
There are various reasons why high numbers out of sequence might have been stamped by the factory; for instance as a deliberate exaggeration of numbers for marketing purposes, or to impress potential
investors, or deter rival manufacturers, or perhaps due to human error, and so forth. The explanation may be as simple as a practice of allocating batches of serial numbers to different craftsmen. 

 
What is perfectly clear from the data we have compiled so far is that there were quite a few rifles sold with duplicated serial numbers and that all but a small volume of known Falke underlevers, both
mods 80 and 90, have serial numbers of below 200. 

 
What's interesting is that a steady stream of Falke mods 80 and 90 have come on the German second hand market over the past several years, with no sign of the supply drying up. 

 
I'm now wondering whether we'll ever have a clear picture of the numbers built based on serial numbers alone. Detailed factory records might have to be the clincher! 

 

 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

    

This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Dec 22, 2010 11:29 PM

 
  Respond to this message   

hisham saleh
 (Login joeblack86)

falke number 132 - kal .22 January 16 2011, 9:47 PM 

Hi, 
 

my name is hisham saleh from egypt 

i try to buy an air gun and a friend offer me falke model 80' number 132 kal.22 for (150) dollar . what do u think about the price ? 
 

it's working and in a good condition. 
 

this is my first air gun and i want to add scope to it - can i? and what kind do u suggest ? 
 

do u advice me to buy it ? or buy another airgun as a beginner? 

anyway i'll send u it's pictures as soon as possible to add to your collection 

it's a good efort from u with this site - i almost didn't find any information about it elsewhere . 
 

regards, 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

Michael Meijer
 (Login M.Meijer)

Welcome January 17 2011, 2:03 PM 

Hello Hisham, 
 

Welcome to this forum! 

Based on your description the price in (american?) dollars seems very reasonable, but does it have rear- and front sights? 
 If these original sights are not with this rifle, you will have to be very lucky to find such a sight as they are seldom for sale, and only in some limited markets with Germany offering your best chance, with

likely a rather high price to be paid. 
 

Somewhere on this forum you should find a similar question in relation to a scope; to put a scope on it will prove troublesome as this rifle was not designed with a scope in mind. 
 Instead, these Falkes had a rather unique and small size of rail that was exclusive to their own open sight and diopter sight, so some adapter would have to made up. 

 
There are many rifles that would suit your initial interests in air rifles better than the Falke, especially if it is not complete with a sight. 

 Remember, these are old rifles for which no parts are available. 
 Should you buy it, treat it with respect by getting knowledgable about it - with that in mind you have come to the right place. 

I am sure I speak for many others here who would love to see some sharp photo's of that rifle by the way! 
 

Regards, 
Mike Meijer, 

 Netherlands

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Hisham January 17 2011, 7:16 PM 

Thanks for your post and for your kind words about this site. 
 

I agree with everything Mike has said. The price does seem reasonable, but depends very much on the presence or absence of the sights and its overall condition. 

Falke underlevers are quite hard to fit telescopic sights to, as Mike says. I suppose the question is really what else can you buy for the same price in Egypt? Often modern rifles bought new in a shop for this
sort of price are of inferior quality. If you could buy a quality modern air rifle second hand (used) for 150 US dollars, preferably including telescopic sights, that may well represent better value for you
than this Falke. 

 
If you could let us have pics that include one of the serial number, they'll be much appreciated. 

 

 
------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

ardvark71
 (Login ardvark71)

Falke 90 serial no. 8 January 17 2011, 11:24 PM 

Hello all, 
 

This forum being such a great resource for info, I thought I'd make a small contribution by sharing some details of serial no. 8 're-surfacing'. 
 

I recently acquired it through e-gun and it came 'sans stock', i.e. only the system. Covered in layers of gummed-up oil, but otherwise in surprisingly good condition, considering its age. 
 

Clearly marked as '8', it has calibre .22, whereas the database indicates double-digit numbering and .177 bore ... 

Some parts showed small swabs of black paint. Maybe its stock had been painted at some point, possibly after cracking, but the seller bought it in a airgun-lot and had no additional info on the gun
whatsoever. 

 After cleaning, checking barrel and lubing the externals I fired a test-round. Didn't chrony it, but there still seems to be plenty of "Dampf" 
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I put some images on Flickr, I still have to read the tutorial on how to insert the hyperlinks (if I can find the tutorial, that is). 
 

Regards, Bram 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Bram January 18 2011, 12:50 AM 

Thanks very much for getting in touch. I did see that Falke 90 "system" for sale on egun recently and hoped the new owner would turn up on here at some point! It's good to know that it's cleaned up nicely.

Re. the double digits listed in the database, it didn't represent what is actually stamped on the guns. (In fact you make a good point and I've amended it accordingly). 
 

It sounds very much as if we have yet another duplicate serial number on our hands. The .177 cal rifle with serial no.8 is owned by a US collector and although I've not seen a photo of it, the source of
information is impeccable. 

 
I think there are probably enough duplicates now in the database to suggest quite strongly that if Falke operated a sequential numbering system for these rifles at all, it was clearly administered rather
loosely! At some point soon I'll have to ask our statistician to take another look at the distribution of serials and duplicates again to see if he can shed any light. 

 
If you want to email the Flickr links to me, my email address should appear when you click on my name top right of this post. Alternatively, if you post the links on this thread, I'll extract the photos and
edit them into your post. 

 

 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

ardvark71
 (Login ardvark71)

Re: Falke 90 serial no. 8 January 18 2011, 4:37 PM 

Hi Garvin, 
 

here goes, hope it works: 
 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ardvark71/sets/72157625847071758/ 
 

Actually, it was Trevor's set of pic's on Flickr that got me lusting for a Falke ....

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks Bram January 22 2011, 12:03 PM 

Pics of your mod 90 now here: 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642127/thread/1295697536 
 

 
------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

Jeroen
 (Login jkoole)

Confirm serial nr. 5 Falke 80 January 22 2011, 11:30 AM 

Hi, I'm Jeroen from the Netherlands and I can confirm that my Falke 80 has serial nr. 5 cal. 0.22 (both stamped in the lever and behind the lever under the barrel. Where do I send pictures of the gun? 
 

Regards, Jeroen. 
 

I also own a Daystate MK3 FAC and if I compare my Falke the Falke is very powerfull. I was very surprised.

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks Jeroen January 22 2011, 12:06 PM 

I have sent you an email. This sounds like yet another duplicate! 
 

I have pics of another .22 cal Falke 80 no. 5 in the UK, so we'll be able to confirm the duplication. 
 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

    

This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Jan 22, 2011 2:09 PM

 
  Respond to this message   

wael
 (Login lool-ait)

falke model 90 March 18 2011, 12:07 PM 

hi my name is wael from egypt.i have falke model 90 serial number 27

    

This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Mar 18, 2011 12:17 PM

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hello Wael March 18 2011, 12:19 PM 

Thank you for getting in touch and welcome to the forum. You are the second Egyptian with a Falke underlever who has made contact. 
 

Would it be possible for you to let us have some photos or your rifle, please? You can either post them up here or email them to me. 
 

 
------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

pete
 (Login head1956)

falke 90 March 30 2011, 8:09 AM 

Have just been given a Falke 90 air rifle and decided to research it a bit 
 

Have found some interesting info on the rifle considering it was just handed to me by a guy who had no use for it 
 

Serial # is 56 for your records and although the rear sight is off the rifle it was still supplied to me - he had tried to stick sight on with contact cement Overall it is complete and still sounds quite powerful 

I am not a collector as such but will hang on to it because it is of interest 
 

Will include some pics at later date

 
  Respond to this message   
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 Barryey
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Re: falke 90 March 30 2011, 8:30 AM 

Hi Pete. 
 You are a lucky man to have been given a Model 90. We look forward to seeing some pictures. Is it .177 or .22? Bit puzzled as to why the rear sight needs to be glued on. Is the sight complete? Open or

aperture? You say that it sounds powerful? Is that the sound of the pellet on impact or the rifle itself? If you are firing it without a pellet, I assume you know that it is best to do so with the tap up to
cushion the piston. 

 Welcome to the world of FALKE. You have one of the rarest and much sought after springers ever made. Enjoy it and please don’t forget those pictures. 
 Barry 

 
 

  Respond to this message   

Ruan
 (Login RG007)

I have a flake model 80 no 74 July 28 2016, 1:09 PM 

Your neighbour gave me the rifle a while back and only recently discovered what nice rifle is.

 
  Respond to this message   
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